
 

Radio 10-Codes 
 

10-1 = Poor reception 
10-2 = Good reception 
10-3 = Stop transmitting 
10-4 = Message received, affirmative, OK 
10-5 = Relay this information to (name of person, officer, etc.) 
10-6 = Busy 
10-7 = Out of service 
10-8 = In service 
10-9 = Please repeat, please repeat the message 
10-10 = Negative (no) 
10- 11 = Traffic Stop 
10-12 = Patrol with Cadet 
10-13 = Shots Fired 
10-15 = En route to the station with suspect 
10-16 = Domestic problem 
10-17 = Active Supervisor for Department/Server 
10-18 = Urgent 
10-19 = Return to the station 
10-20 = Specify location/my location is (name of location) 
10-22 = Disregard 
10-25 = Please report in person (meet at location) 
10-26 = Detaining suspect 
10-27 = Vehicle registration request 
10-28 = Driver’s license check request 
10-31 = Crime or criminal act in progress 
10-32 = Gun / firearm 
10-33 = Emergency traffic follows, hold routine messages 
10-40 = False alarm, no activity, premises appears to be secure 
10-41 = Begin watch 
10-42 = End of watch.  
10-50 = Accident 
10-51 = Tow truck needed 



10-52 = Ambulance needed 
10-53 = Road blocked at (name of location) 
10-55 = Security check (also used for intoxicated driver) 
10-56 = Intoxicated pedestrian 
10-57 = Hit-and-run accident 
10-67 = In-Transport from Jail to Penitentiary 
10-70 = Foot Pursuit 
10-76 = Officer is en route / on the way 
10-78 = Need assistance 
10-80 = In High Speed Pursuit/Vehicle refusing to stop 
10-90 = bank alarm going off at (location) 
10-91 = picking up a prisoner 
10-92 = improperly parked vehicle 
10-94 = drag racing 
10-95 = prisoner/subject is in custody 
10-98 = Prison break or jail break 
10-100 = Dead body found 
10-999 = Officer down / officer needs help immediately. AKA “Signal 9” 
 

Signal Codes: 
Signal 11 = Running active radar/traffic enforcment (give location) 
Signal 17 = admin situation/admin request (reason and location) 
Code Zero = Game crashed 


